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The United States Department of Defense and United States Agency for International Development have interacted for 50 years to advance national security interests. With origins in the Marshall Plan, and through joint efforts in the Vietnam, Iraq and Afghanistan wars, the two have developed policies, liaison systems, and joint programming to advance practical coordination. After closely-combined defense, diplomatic and developmental (3D) efforts, USAID and DOD have never appreciated each other’s capabilities better. Despite this, significant challenges exist that impede sustained coordination, including resource imbalances, conceptual gaps, and personality-based rather than institutional relationships. As war efforts conclude, is a window of time closing on development-military coordination? What are the implications for unity of effort between military and development actors? This report analyses the history, policies, coordination structures, and experiences of USAID and DOD interaction; identifies trends and challenges; and recommends continued interagency engagement, particularly through joint planning, field programming and broader staff exchanges.
USAID & DOD: Analysis and Recommendations for Enhancing Cooperation

The organizational culture of USAID makes it difficult to operate in the interagency, because they come to it from a position of inferiority. USAID needs to be inside the tent influencing things - rather than outside complaining.

—Tom Baltazar,
Former Director, USAID Office of Military Affairs

Despite disparities in size, resourcing and mandates, the United States Department of Defense (DoD) and United States Agency for International Development (USAID) have interacted cooperatively for over 50 years to advance national security and foreign policy interests. With origins in the Marshall Plan, and through joint efforts in the Vietnam, Iraq and Afghanistan wars as well as peacetime international development and humanitarian assistance, the two have developed policies, liaison systems, and joint programming to advance practical coordination. History reflects that when working together on the world’s most difficult security and development challenges, significant and strategic results have been achieved. History also sheds light on recurring challenges that have impeded sustained coordination, including resource imbalances, gaps in operating concepts, and inter-organizational culture dynamics. After closely-combined defense, diplomatic and developmental (3D) efforts during thirteen years of war, USAID and DOD have never appreciated and respected each other’s capabilities better than right now. But as these war efforts conclude, what are the implications for unity of effort between military and development actors? Is a unique window of time for development-military (dev-mil) cooperation closing? How does coordination change from personality-driven relationships to more institutionalized structures? This research explores these questions through an analysis of significant milestones in the inter-organizational history, policies, coordination structures, and first-
person interaction experiences for USAID and DOD; it further identifies trends and challenges, and makes specific recommendations for improving interagency engagement, particularly through collaborative joint theater/mission planning and programming, expanding staff exchanges and fixing the substantial gap in organizational resources.

The relationship between the civilian actors of USAID and the military actors of DoD (noting that DoD does have civilian leadership and significant numbers of civilian employees) falls within the overall theory and study of civilian-military relations. Such studies generally concentrate on one of two areas of theory: The first addresses the often-confrontational relationship between civilian leaders and the military generals and officers whom they oversee and/or employ in the attainment of nation-state political ends through the application (or non-application) of military force. History’s famed military theorists as diverse as Sun Tzu, Clausewitz and Samuel Huntington can be reviewed for opinions on sub-topics such as the friction caused when civilians’ policy directives conflict with military commanders’ control of wartime operations; challenges in becoming entangled in civilian politics; and the role of civilian political leaders in maintaining oversight responsibilities. The second civilian-military relations area (that is the focus of this study) describes cooperation, coordination and unification of effort between military and civilian organizations. Interaction between military actors and civilian governmental international development counterparts is a specific sub-set of this - labelled here as “development-military cooperation.” For definitional purposes, “development” does mean different things to different people and organizations (a factor
in limiting effective coordination as will be shown), but the focus here is the USAID government international development form, function, and point of view.⁵

Historical Milestones of Development-Military Cooperation

DoD and USAID have been interacting in an overlapping space of U.S. foreign interests and policy implementation for over five decades. During that time, there have been myriad cooperation activities and inter-personal interactions; so many that a full capturing would require writing a lengthy book. A few examples from history serve to illustrate the experiences and legacy of DoD and USAID interaction. To this end, the following historical milestones deserve consideration: the Marshall Plan in post-World War II Europe, the Civil Operations and Revolutionary Support Program (CORDS) during the Vietnam War, Provincial Reconstruction Teams (PRTs) during the Iraq and Afghanistan Wars, and the Trans-Sahara Counterterrorism Program (TSCTP), a current interagency initiative in Africa. The ‘bottom line, up-front’ takeaway from these historical cases are: that the two organizations can achieve fantastic strategic results through collaborative efforts; that development-military cooperative spirit is often entwined with mistrust and competition; and that the two organizations struggle to find a mutually-acceptable, effective, sustainable modality of collaboration.

The Marshall Plan in Post-World War II Europe

United States development-military cooperation traces its origins to post-World War II Europe and Japan. In the war’s aftermath, civilian government officials and military generals overseeing the occupation of Germany and Japan were faced with millions of residents suffering from displacement and the destruction of their livelihoods. The first policy concern of the occupying forces was more towards force-protection than humanitarian empathy – as some officers feared post-war crisis in Europe and Japan
threatened to place U.S. occupying forces in danger. The government’s response to these challenges was the Government and Relief in Occupied Areas (GARIOA) Program, designed “to prevent such starvation and widespread disease and civil unrest as would clearly endanger the occupying forces and permanently obstruct the ultimate objectives of the occupation.” Under GARIOA, the United States provided over $1.5 billion to Europe and over $500 million ($15.7 billion/$5.2 billion 2014-dollars adjusted for inflation) to Japan for emergency food aid, fuel, and fertilizer. In 1948, with the passage of the Foreign Aid Act, GARIOA was modified into the Economic Rehabilitation in Occupied Areas Program in Japan, and the European Recovery Program (ERP) in Europe. The ERP soon became known as the “Marshall Plan”, after its leading advocate, Secretary of State George Marshall.

During the ERP’s 1948 to 1951 program years, the United States provided 16 European nations with nearly $13.3 billion (approximately $119 billion 2014 dollars) in assistance in the initial forms of food aid, fuel and machinery, and then later as cash investments to rebuild and expand industrial capability. The Marshall Plan aid was administered by officials of the Economic Cooperation Administration (ECA), a governing agency established within the Department of State by President Truman in 1948. The ECA, the precursor of today’s USAID, established representative offices in each of the 16 countries; and program implementation decisions were made jointly between the ECA representatives, U.S. military officers, and local officials from the recipient countries. Under the ECA’s Technical Assistance Program, the United States sent hundreds of technical advisors to Europe (and funded educational visits for thousands of European engineers and industrialists back to the United States) to advise
and train on increasing economic productivity.\textsuperscript{11} In addressing the significant post-war development challenges of Europe, the Marshall Plan was ambitious in partner engagement, large-scale in resources, and long-term in vision. While it engendered heated debate and criticism in its time, the program is considered to have been a vital component in the restoration of Western European economic power. The ERP’s concept and implementation are indeed hailed as a hallmark exercise in civilian development and military security cooperation. In the words of retired Admiral James Stavridis, former Commander of U.S European Command:

\begin{quote}
The Marshall Plan was a thoughtful and well-executed enterprise whose lessons still reverberate and serve as a beacon of light guiding us to maintain and enhance security in a globalized world through political-military partnerships.\textsuperscript{12}
\end{quote}

In the decade following the ERP’s termination, the executive and legislative branches often disagreed over the right structure for providing and coordinating military and economic assistance to developing countries. Several short-lived organizations were created and then modified, including the Department of State’s (DoS) Point Four Program, the Mutual Security Agency, and the International Cooperation Administration. During the Kennedy administration, Congress passed the Foreign Assistance Act that merged the ECA-inheritor organizations and established (on November 3, 1961) the Agency for International Development. Since that time, USAID has been the lead government agency responsible for managing bilateral foreign development and humanitarian assistance to achieve foreign policy objectives including sustainable economic growth, effective social services, responsive democratic governance and timely humanitarian relief.\textsuperscript{13}
The Vietnam War and CORDS

While executing the Vietnam War, the United States government faced a challenge to unify civilian efforts to stabilize the country with military efforts to defeat the Viet Cong insurgency. From 1954 to the mid-1960s prior to the onset of major conflict, U.S. civilian agencies independently managed various activities in Vietnam: USAID implemented rural development and government institution-building; DoS coordinated diplomatic negotiation; the United States Information Agency conducted informational outreach, and the Central Intelligence Agency ran intelligence operations. In 1966, the agencies combined briefly in the Embassy Saigon’s Office of Civil Operations. This coordination effort however may have been ‘too little, too late’ for an anxious White House. The following year, dissatisfied with the lack of integration between civilians and the military in the deepening war effort, President Johnson issued National Security Memo 362, effectively bringing all civilian efforts under the authority of DoD’s Military Assistance Command Vietnam (MACV). MACV was led by General William Westmoreland with a senior civilian deputy, Ambassador Robert Komer. With the authority of Memo 362, Komer fused all civilian and military operations into a new, unified programmatic effort - the Civil Operations and Revolutionary Support Program (CORDS).

The organizational structure of CORDS mandated closely-integrated civilian-military cooperation. The program created 44 provincial teams, each led by a Provincial Senior Advisor; half had a military commander with a civilian deputy, and half a civilian commander with military deputy. William Schoux, a USAID CORDS Officer, noted, “The military and the civilians were thus forced to integrate their efforts and their thinking and then contextualize their joint approach in the unique conditions of a specific
Civilian agencies provided an unprecedented level of staff to man the CORDS effort. One study reports that DoS, USAID and USIA had a combined total of 2,685 civilian personnel (primarily direct-hire governmental, not contracted, employees) on ground in Vietnam in 1969. The integration of development and military efforts in CORDS did not sit well with everyone. USAID leadership had sought to advance alternative and less-directive cooperation mechanisms including multi-agency committees focused on different geographic areas. After Komer’s establishment of CORDS, USAID Administrator John Hannah and others expressed dissatisfaction over what they deemed the program’s militarization of USAID’s development activities; and sought un成功fully to have USAID’s programming removed from under the CORDS umbrella.

The CORDS initiative was unsuccessful in changing the ultimate trajectory of the war; the failure of which points to deeper challenges with overall strategy and resourcing. As an interagency program, however, CORDS was surprisingly successful in achieving its specific objectives. Schouw notes the program achieved significant results in a short period of time, including security provision to over 1000 villages and the negotiated surrender of numerous Viet Cong. In a study drawing linkages between CORDS and counter-insurgency efforts in Afghanistan, Henry Nuzum echoes this:

The organization effectively integrated, within its parameters, the security, political, and economic portions of the COIN campaign from the district to national levels and contributed to the defeat of the Viet Cong insurgency. Some factors credited in CORDS’s success are: the substantial civilian staffing effort; willingness of the military to provide security for the implementation of civilian-funded programs; a unified command structure; two-way dialogue from field to headquarters; and flexible leadership. Despite the achievement of these positive outcomes, it is
nonetheless evidenced that CORDS created and left an enduring negative sentiment in the minds of USAID leaders. Reports and blogs from USAID CORDS Officers report enthusiastically positive experiences.\textsuperscript{22}

CORDS was not designed to defend South Vietnam from a major invasion campaign from the north, nor could it on its own have engendered legitimacy for the government of South Vietnam in the eyes of the country’s rural population. The program nonetheless presents an archetype of a fully-integrated civilian-military cooperation model. The legacy of CORDS’s (as demonstrated in Nuzum’s study) also had tremendous influence on the spirit and structure of development-military operations in later decades.

**Provincial Reconstruction Teams (PRTs) in Iraq and Afghanistan**

During the 1980s and 90s, USAID and DoD both responded to a number of political crises and conflicts in places such as Somalia, Haiti and the Balkans; however civilian-military cooperation was generally of limited scope and of an ad hoc character. During these decades, USAID focused deeply on Agency priorities of “basic needs” humanitarian assistance (in response to circumstances such as East Africa’s and North Korea’s recurring food shortages) and on economic development and employment issues.\textsuperscript{23} The U.S. government’s response to the terror attacks of September 11, 2001, however, demanded a deeper collaboration between USAID and DoD. In 2002, after the rapid and successful ousting of Afghanistan’s Taliban-led government, U.S. and coalition forces were aware that the invasion (and more significantly decades of underdevelopment and repeated war) had left the country with devastated infrastructure, collapsed governance, and a non-functioning economy. As U.S. government civilian agencies began to establish (or to restore previously-operated)
headquarters offices in Kabul, there was an understanding that both stability and services would need to be quickly provided throughout the country’s provinces. In order to enhance security, facilitate reconstruction and extend the presence of the central government, the first Provincial Reconstruction Teams (PRTs) were formed. Though the model has multiple versions, in the Afghanistan model, PRTs are fundamentally joint military and civilian organizational constructs of 50-300 personnel. The military element (90-95 percent of total personnel) includes the PRT Commander and his/her staff, a force protection unit, a sub-team of civil affairs officers, and various military specialists. The civilian element (5-10 percent) usually consists of three to four officers including an international development specialist from USAID, a diplomat from DoS, and an agricultural advisor from the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA). The roles and functions of the PRT have varied from place to place and by local circumstances, but generally are to: facilitate reconstruction of damaged infrastructure, coordinate with local officials for provision of basic governmental services, and importantly, to provide adequate military security to enable civilian officers to design and manage activities in an insecure environment.

PRTs have been credited with significant contributions to the war efforts in both Iraq and Afghanistan. In close coordination with local Afghan officials, PRTs utilized multi-agency resources to complete community-prioritized quick impact projects, to construct schools, clinics and governance facilities, and to implement projects designed to revitalize agricultural productivity and economic growth. Using varying pots of resources creatively to accomplish reconstruction and security objectives is a trademark of the PRT model:
Effective PRTs are expert at mixing funding sources to accomplish their objectives. Increasingly, PRTs have tried to use development aid to neutralize local sources of conflict and to provide incentives for Afghans to oppose the Taliban.\textsuperscript{26}

The PRT model has recognized weaknesses as well. In testimony to the House Armed Services Sub-Committee on Oversight, Robert Perito of the United States Institute of Peace criticized the design and execution of the PRT program, suggesting PRTs were: “lacking an agreed concept of operations and organizational structure with a single chain of command”; that civilian agencies were unable to recruit adequate numbers of federal employees; that they generally failed to provide public outreach on their activities; and that there was a lack of agreed-upon evaluation metrics from which to determine operational effectiveness.\textsuperscript{27} Henry Nuzum echoes these points, drawing attention to low civilian participation and particularly to the lack of an integrated military-civil chain of command.\textsuperscript{28} Lacking unity-of-command, he argues that many PRTs either succeeded or failed to achieve objectives based upon the personality dynamics of the DoS, USAID and military officers.\textsuperscript{29}

Perhaps the most notable fact about PRTs as a model of development-military cooperation, and the one that presents a significant departure from the decades-earlier CORDS model, is that in both Iraq and Afghanistan USAID channeled its main funding and management efforts for reconstruction, governance, health and education, and humanitarian assistance not through its officers assigned to the provincial teams, but rather through its own independent Kabul headquarters-based structure.\textsuperscript{30} USAID reports programming over $20 billion of assistance funding during the last decade in Afghanistan (achieving significant development impacts along the way)\textsuperscript{31}; however, its budget obligations reflect an obligation of only 3.9 percent of funds to PRT efforts during
FY02-06 and 9.8 percent of funds during FY07-11. As a USAID PRT officer myself (PRT Farah, Afghanistan, 2010-11), I encountered many difficulties but also some successes in synchronizing the activities of the multi-million dollar development initiatives overseen by USAID Kabul officers and implemented locally by development contractors (for example, the $400 million Local Governance and Community Development Project), with the small-scale quick-impact projects designed, funded and implemented by the PRT utilizing Commander’s Emergency Response Funds (CERP). As a side note of interest, history sometimes repeats itself, as Nuzum records in his study of CORDS, “A USAID officer in Saigon described the difficult coordination between long-term national programs run from the capital and local programs delegated to CORDS.” In a recent interview, a senior USAID official commented that several factors influenced USAID’s decision to channel a small percentage of funds through PRTs, including “intense levels of auditing scrutiny,” and that many of the limited-term civilians hired by USAID lacked agency-specific and contract-management experience. DoD similarly faced administrative, legal and oversight issues with CERP funding, that (in some but not all cases) limited integration and oversight between military and civilian PRT Officers. Another interview presented the perspective that beyond civil-military coordination, the need to maintain a high ‘burn-rate’ (monthly/annual expenditure of allocated resources) and the concomitant “use it or lose it” financial posture was the significant motivator for the expenditure decisions of both DoD and USAID.

The PRT development-military cooperation model had many complexities and variations in its multi-faceted, multi-year, multi-national experience. In this most recent
exercise in field-based, wartime development-military cooperation, there are important lessons to be learned regarding unity of effort, parity in numbers of staff, the overall concept of operations, and the question of whether development and military agencies have both confidence in, and bureaucratic authorization for, these joint teams in executing their primary funding and lines of effort.

A Next-Generation Model: The Trans-Sahara Counterterrorism Partnership

Unlike some past initiatives (including CORDS and PRTS) that have been of a reactive nature, current interagency cooperation activities are increasingly marked by measures intended to prevent or mitigate the conditions that lead to instability, insecurity and extremism. An excellent example of this is the Trans-Sahara Counterterrorism Partnership (TSCTP), a multi-year joint program of Department of States’s Africa Affairs Bureau, USAID’s Africa Bureau and several country missions in Africa, and AFRICOM. Active since 2005, the program seeks to counter violent extremism in the trans-Sahara through increasing the governance capacity of Burkina Faso, Chad, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria and Senegal. The program also facilitates cooperation and relationship building between these countries and other U.S. partners in North Africa, namely Algeria, Morocco, and Tunisia.

The program ties together diverse capabilities of the three governmental partners. USAFRICOM through Operation Enduring Freedom Trans-Sahara (OEF-TS) provides training and military-to-military security assistance to the target countries. USAID supports development programs that build civil society organizations and strengthen representative governance; and DoS conducts public diplomacy activities that promote tolerance and seek to counter extremist viewpoints, especially as directed at youth and rural population audiences.37 As each country in the trans-Sahara has its
own character of economic development and internal security, the three U.S. government partners have had to engage in intense field-based discussions with each TSCTP host country to determine the best individualized assistance package. This has occasionally resulted in interagency disagreements on issues such as the fundamental drivers of social instability and extremist behavior, as well as the policy and programming activities that may best serve as solutions.38

A 2007 West Point study of the program noted that TSCTP has been successful in slowly building capacity and cooperation in the region despite many challenges. A key factor in this success has been interagency cooperative efforts on the ground; however the study’s author notes that in many cases this ground coordination was reflective of ad-hoc personal relationships, rather than institutionalized arrangements. She writes:

The phrase “interagency cooperation” has often been considered an oxymoron, yet the success of the TSCTP depends on the presence of effective, ongoing collaboration among the participating agencies.39

In testimony to Congress, USAID’s Senior Deputy Assistant Administrator for Africa praised TSCTP as a positive example of collaboration between USAID and AFRICOM, noting that the program has “demonstrated positive impact…in strengthening the resiliencies that help prevent extremism from taking root in the Sahel.”40

Strategy, Doctrine, and Architecture of Modern Development-Military Cooperation

The current strategic and organizational framework for development-military coordination provides guidance, establishes specific coordination offices, and facilitates inter-personal communication channels. It also reflects barriers to true interagency synchronization, such as fundamental definitional differences, policies that are out of sync with capability for implementation, and organizational structures reflecting
divergent objectives and resource availability. This section examines some of the critical national strategy documents that provide highest-level strategic guidance; considers specific DoD doctrine and USAID policies that guide and authorize action and expenditures; and considers the architecture through which such action is implemented by military and civilian professionals at headquarters and theater/country levels.

**NSS Guidance and Definitional Issues**

In its 2002 National Security Strategy (NSS), the George W. Bush Administration conceptually elevated development and diplomacy to be equal with defense. Four years later, the second Bush Administration NSS stated, “Development reinforces diplomacy and defense, reducing long-term threats to our national security by helping to build stable, prosperous, and peaceful societies.”

Both NSS documents are credited with introducing the concept that *defense* led by DoD, *diplomacy* led by DoS, and *development* led by USAID represent three pillars or the “3Ds” of American national security strategy. The 3Ds concept has been an enduring theme through the two terms of President Barack Obama, as highlighted in the May 2010 NSS:

> We must balance and integrate all elements of American power…. Our diplomacy and development capabilities must be modernized, and our civilian expeditionary capacity strengthened.

Former Secretary of State Clinton frequently cited development and diplomacy as important elements of ‘soft power’ (noting the phrase originates with international relations specialist Joseph Nye) that when combined with military and other national elements represent the application of “smart power.”

These theoretical definitions of power are useful to academics, analysts and practitioners, however they also suggest a contradiction in conceptual models that may result in an undermining of the strategic value attributed to development. This is
particularly the case when the “3Ds” (popularly used in USAID’s developmental and DoS’s diplomatic policies and planning) are contrasted with the frameworks of the national elements of power (DIME for Diplomacy – Informational – Military – Economic) and the instruments of statecraft (DIMEFIL for Diplomacy – Informational – Military – Economic – Financial – Intelligence – Law/Legal) as frequently used by DoD and taught at its War Colleges. It is not at all clear where development falls under DIME; though it is associated with diplomacy and economic statecraft under DIMEFIL. That the nation’s development lead USAID does not have cabinet-level status is a practical manifestation that while international development may be a theoretical pillar of foreign policy, it does not yet hold the conceptual status of a true element of national power. Development itself is a very broad concept, incorporating such diverse approaches as strengthening governance, building infrastructure, supporting security and stability, conducting training, promoting health, stimulating economic growth, and providing humanitarian assistance. Many of these approaches are inherent in the work and objectives of organizations other than USAID but may not be implemented through the same methodologies and are not often labeled as development. One former USAID official, who is a retired military officer, suggests that this is a “dichotomy which has led to disconnects in our foreign policy.”

While it may not have solved the definitional dichotomy, the recent issuance of the September 2010 Presidential Policy Directive on Global Development (PPD-6) has been an important initiative in that direction. In August 2009, the White House announced a Presidential Study Directive on Global Development (PSD-7). This study reviewed the work of USAID and other governmental actors conducting development
activities, with intention to clarify roles and responsibilities between these agencies and to forge a common bipartisan approach to development.\textsuperscript{48} Released in 2010, “The directive calls for the elevation of development as a core pillar of American power and charts a course for development, diplomacy and defense to reinforce and complement one another in an integrated, comprehensive approach to national security.”\textsuperscript{49} In regards to development-military cooperation, the unclassified White House fact sheet on PPD-6 indicates that through the directive, the United States will “balance our civilian and military power to address conflict, instability and humanitarian crises” with some additional detail on fostering integration to address complex security environments.\textsuperscript{50} The Presidential Directive instructs the USAID Administrator to participate in National Security Council meetings “as appropriate”, and establishes an Interagency Policy Committee (IPC) on Global Development.


Successive National Security Strategies, the parlance of the 3Ds, and PPD-6 have elevated the appreciation and function of international development. USAID and DoS have taken this leadership support to advance their governmental status by developing new (and often joint) strategy, policies and procedures. These have made headway in addressing the conceptual challenges addressed above, however limitations and disconnects still separate policy and practical implementation. In 2009, under direction from Secretary of State Clinton, DoS and USAID conducted their first Quadrennial Diplomacy and Development Review (QDDR), following a model of DoD’s Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR). The QDDR was structured to be a “sweeping review of diplomacy and development”, which would serve as a vehicle to build and enhance the work of the civilian agencies in “an era of sweeping change,”
We must stay ahead of [this change]. To that end, we will build up our civilian power; the combined force of civilians working together across the U.S. government to practice diplomacy, carry out development projects, and prevent and respond to crises.\textsuperscript{51}

The current QDDR underpins the State-USAID Joint Strategic Plan (JSP) for FY 2011-2016.\textsuperscript{52} This plan links strategic goals to specific NSS tasks, many of which imply some level of direct coordination with DoD. For example, NSS Task “Work with Others to Defuse Regional Conflicts” corresponds to State/USAID Strategic Goal SG1: “Counter threats to the United States and the international order, and advance civilian security around the world.” People from within and without the development community have had varying opinions on the QDDR, though many USAID employees and outside non-governmental organization (NGO) actors have viewed it as a useful tool communicating the strategic importance of the USAID’s development work, and as a practical manifestation of the 3D concept.\textsuperscript{53}

In September 2011, USAID released an umbrella policy set, Policy Framework 2011-2015, to translate PPD-6 and QDDR into operational principles. The framework identifies seven core development objectives for the current four-year period. Several relate to ‘traditional’ USAID mandates such as increasing food security, promoting global health, and facilitating economic growth; however the objectives “Preventing and responding to crises, conflict and instability” and “Expanding and sustaining the ranks of stable, prosperous and democratic states” clearly inter-relate with broader strategic end-states sought by DoD.\textsuperscript{54}

**USAID’s Civilian-Military Cooperation Policy**

In July 2008, in order to “clarify, formalize, and define the parameters of USAID’s interaction with DoD,” USAID approved a new Civilian-Military Cooperation Policy.\textsuperscript{55}
This policy provided guidance on a number of issues including resource management in
development-military cooperation; collaboration with DoD at the Pentagon, Geographic
Combatant Command, and theater/field levels, and stabilization and reconstruction
efforts supported by the DoS Bureau of Conflict and Stabilization Operations. The policy
can be seen as ambitious in its overall approach to mandating agency-wide cooperation
between USAID and DoD:

It is USAID’s policy for all operating units to cooperate with DoD in joint
planning, assessment and evaluation, training, implementation, and
communication in all aspects of foreign assistance activities where both
organizations are operating, and where civilian-military cooperation will
advance USG foreign policy.56 [Italics inserted]

In an interview, the Director of USAID’s Office of Civilian-Military Cooperation (CMC)
acknowledged that USAID has not achieved implementation of this level of coordination.

She indicates,

The gap between the 2008 policy and its implementation reflects primarily
historical resource limitations at USAID. Closing this gap will require
intentioned and prioritized efforts and particularly the assignment of
resources and personnel.57

CMC is currently engaged in a 2014 update to the Civilian-Military Cooperation Policy,
which the Director indicates will reinforce previous guidance and promote expanded
collaboration – such as cross-sharing and vetting of planning documents by USAID
Regional Bureaus and DoD Geographic Combatant Commands.


This section describes key DoD doctrinal and planning documents that guide
cooperation with civilian elements of the interagency, including USAID. The complexity
and great detail of all of DoD’s various guiding documentation cannot be summarized
here only a few pages; however the intent here is to provide a snapshot of the critical
documents that direct and impact DoD’s approach to development and military cooperation, namely the National Defense Strategy (NDS), National Military Strategy (NMS), Guidance for Employment of the Force (GEF), Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan (JSCP), and Global/Theater Campaign Plans.

The National Defense Strategy, approved by the SECDEF, is the overall strategy of the armed forces and provides vision towards how DoD will achieve national security objectives in coordination with other elements of power. The National Military Strategy describes the ends, ways, means and risks of the NDS’s objectives in greater detail. In its introduction, the 2011 NMS reflects a 3D approach, “America’s foreign policy [IS] to employ an adaptive blend of diplomacy, development, and defense”, as well as stating, “military power and our nation’s other instruments of statecraft are more effective when applied in concert.” Following the strategic guidance of the NSS, NDS and NMS, the fundamental operational guidance for the Services (Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marines) and Functional and Geographic Combatant Commands are the Guidance for Employment of the Force (GEF) and the Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan (JSCP). The GEF provides “comprehensive, near-term planning guidance” and describes strategic end-states that the U.S. military should meet. The JSCP captures the end-states described in the GEF and directs the Geographic and Functional Combatant Commanders to develop theater campaign plans in order to achieve specific missions based on current capabilities. Neither the GEF nor JCSP provide specific detailed guidance on development-military cooperation, however both communicate broad objectives related to issues of security cooperation, global force posture, and contingency planning – all within a ‘3D environment’. As another minor definitional
issue, the GEF and JSCP (and subsequent DoD planning) go beyond the phrase “3D” to characterize partnership and cooperation with a broader spectrum of U.S. and non-U.S. stakeholders – i.e., the Joint Interagency, Intergovernmental, and Multinational (JIIM) environment.

The responsibility of translating strategic and operational guidance into day-to-day operations and tactics falls to the Commanders of the nation’s six Geographic and three Functional Combatant Commands. The four-star Combatant Commanders (CCDRs) are responsible for exercising command authority over all forces assigned to their command; executing all military missions assigned within their area of responsibility (AOR); managing training, logistics and staffing relations with subordinate service commands (as an example, the EUCOM Commander receives and assigns forces from the Service component of U.S. Army Europe); and managing relationships with USG interagency actors and foreign military counterparts.61

Combatant Commanders and their staff review strategic guidance provided to them from the NMS, GEF and JSCP; merge that with their own understanding of the operational environment (obtained through assessing history, culture, socio-economic factors, state and non-state actors, threats, challenges, etc.); define the problem sets the military assesses it can impact; and then develop an operational approach to solving those problems and to reach the intended positive end-states.62 This process and the lines of effort selected to achieve these end-states are documented as Theater Campaign Plans (TCPs). Military doctrine instructs CCDRs that engagement with the interagency should take place throughout and beyond the development of campaign plans:
Interagency coordination forge the vital link between the US military and other instruments of national power…. Through all stages of planning for campaigns, contingencies, and crises, CCDRs and subordinate [Joint Force Commanders] JFCs should seek to involve relevant USG departments and agencies in the planning process.\(^\text{63}\)

USAID gets an additional specific mention in Joint Publication 5-0; namely that the CCDR should coordinate AOR engagement with NGOs through the USAID Senior Development Advisor assigned to the command (more on this role below).\(^\text{64}\)

A few other pieces of DoD guidance impacting USAID-DoD cooperation deserve mention here as well, including DoD Instruction (previously Directive) 3000.05, Joint Publication 3-08 on Inter-organizational Coordination During Joint Operations, and Promote Cooperation. In November 2005, the DoD issued Directive 3000.05, establishing as doctrine that stability operations (defined as “military and civilian activities conducted across the spectrum from peace to conflict to establish or maintain order in States and regions”) are a core U.S. military mission.\(^\text{65}\) This was updated as DoD Instruction 3000.05 in September 2009. While the doctrine does clearly and repeatedly state that it is DoD’s role to support the stability operations of other U.S. Government departments and agencies with “interoperable and complementary solutions”, the policy also indicates DoD’s capability to perform a number of functions that (although not described as such) represent primary functions of other agencies, including USAID. Four capabilities specifically listed in DoDI 3000.05 that could present an issue of duplication of efforts are: “1) Establish civil security and civil control; 2) Restore or provide essential services; 3) Repair critical infrastructure; and 4) Provide humanitarian assistance.” Points 2, 3, and 4 all represent capabilities of USAID, particularly number 4 that USAID manages as the mandated lead U.S. Government agency.\(^\text{66}\) Two other international stabilization activities that align closely with USAID’s
work (and for which DoDI does specify an “assist” rather than lead role) are “strengthening governance and the rule of law, and “fostering economic stability and development.” Both the Directive and Instruction 3000.05 stress integration of efforts and collaboration with member of the U.S. Government interagency process; however it is clear from the language of the policy that DoD is prepared to develop and implement a capability to perform development and humanitarian assistance functions.

Joint Publication (JP) 3-08 on Inter-organizational Coordination During Joint Operations is another important doctrinal guidance to the armed forces in interacting with civilian development partners and others. Joint Publication 3-08 stresses that the military should seek a “collaborative rather than competitive” civil-military relationship. The doctrine recognizes that the unity of command and control that applies in all military action cannot be applied to the relationships of military and civilian partners, especially in cases where some civilian actors such as non-governmental and international organizations (NGOs and IOs) lie outside the purview of governmental authorities. As an alternative, JP 3-08 encourages CCDRs to build consensus in order to achieve a “unity of effort.” In considerable detail throughout the publication’s 412 pages, guidance is provided on how military and civilian partners can develop a common understanding, achieve common objectives and implement unified action. USAID gets significant attention in the document, in regards to relationship management with NGOs (Section II-28), lead role in disaster response (IV-17), and for USAID Senior Development Advisors assigned to GCCs (IV-6). USAID also receives an eight-page specific annex (Annex-M-1-8) describing the agency’s authorities, organizational structure, capabilities, and interagency relationships. This section notes, “[USAID]
carries out programs that complement DOD efforts in stabilization, disaster response, foreign internal defense, and security force assistance. In passages such as this, despite the acknowledgement of USAID as the lead development and international disaster response, this doctrine (similarly perhaps with DODI 3000.05 as described above) fails to clarify with definition the dividing lines between the mandates of each agency - that could lead to operational and tactical confusion as to who is in charge for these missions.

One last DoD doctrine of note on coordinating with interagency partners is *Promote Cooperation* (PC). This is an initiative through which the Office of the Secretary of Defense and Joint Staff (OSD/JS) and Combatant Commanders engage the participation of members of other U.S. Government agencies in DoD's military planning and review processes. The Office of the Secretary of Defense and Joint Staff at the Pentagon have established a Promote Cooperation Forum that coordinates interagency initial inputs and follow-on contributions during In-Progress Reviews of Global and Theater Campaign Plans. A number of interagency national security partners are consulted with (i.e., "plans are socialized with") including: DoS, USAID, Departments of Treasury and Homeland Security, and the Central Intelligence Agency.

**Organizational Architecture of USAID-DoD Cooperation**

From the strategic and doctrinal guidance established for providing vision and direction to military and civilian actors, it emerges that there is a broad, shared understanding that collaboration and whole-of-government approaches are important and necessary. Specific mission sets in fact imply close cooperation in order to achieve desired ends, especially stabilization and reconstruction, counter-insurgency, counter-terrorism, disaster response and security sector reform. Unlike during CORDS, there
currently exists no single governmental authority that can operationalize these through providing command and control over both military and civilian activities. Nor does the United States foreign engagement apparatus have or contemplate a British Empire-style ‘Viceroy’ with broad political and military authority. As such (and as directed by JP 3-08), military and civilian agencies must work in cooperation to achieve unity of effort, rather than unity of command. This section examines the organizational architecture of the interagency effort to achieve this, through a description of the structure and function of the primary offices within the National Security Community, and specifically within USAID, DOD and DoS.

Development-Military Coordination at National Security Level

At the highest level of coordination, United States Cabinet Secretaries meet with the President and often Vice-President in the National Security Council (NSC) to discuss national security and policy matters. The NSC is supported by multiple levels of committees of senior department officials who review, discuss, and prepare positions for NSC decision-making. Three are especially important in interagency coordination: the NSC Principals’ Committee (NSC/PC), NSC Deputies’ Committee (NSC/DC), and NSC Interagency Policy Committees (NSC/IPCs). The NSC/PC includes all of the cabinet secretaries and is the most senior interagency forum; in fact when the President joins the PC’s meetings, the PC is re-labeled as the National Security Council. The NSC/DC (as per the name attended by department deputies) is an intermediary body below the NSC/PC that focuses on policy implementation and reviews the work of the subordinate IPCs to “insure that issues being brought before the NSC/PC or the NSC have been properly analyzed and prepared for decision.” IPCs (which in the Obama administration replaced the prior Bush era Policy Coordination Committees) are fora of
either a standing or ad-hoc nature that coordinate implementation of presidential
decisions and develop policy analysis options for higher levels. There are IPCs for
geographic regions as well as topical or functional issues – for example for Global
Development. The NSC/PC, NSC/DCs and NSC/IPCs all represent critical, highest-level
fora where major governmental strategy, policy and planning decisions are debated and
determined. As mandated in PPD-6 as discussed above, the USAID Administrator
frequently attends NSC/PC meetings when international development issues weigh
upon the discussion; and senior USAID leadership often promote the Agency’s interests
at DC and IPC meetings.

One of the most important recent structural developments for civil-military
coordination is the Defense, Diplomacy, Development (3D) Planning Forum (prior to
2014 titled Planning Group), that was chartered in February 2011, to “develop products
and processes to improve collaboration in planning among these three [DoD, DoS,
USAID] organizations.” The 3D Planning Forum includes both a standing working
group and steering committee of senior officials from DoD (namely the Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Plans, and Joint Staff J5), DoS (both the Director of Political-
Military Bureau and Director of Conflict & Stability Operations), and USAID (Director of
Policy, Planning and Learning Bureau and Director of Civilian-Military Cooperation
Office). One of the initial work activities of the 3D Working Forum was to create a unified
picture of the three governmental agencies’ planning processes and cycles, that could
then enable more effective coordination. This work was documented in the draft July
2012 3D Planning Guide. The Guide provides a clear and straightforward summary of
each agency’s planning processes, including Defense’s GEF and TCPs, the
State/USAID Joint Strategic Plan, DoS’s Regional Strategies, and USAID’s Country Development Cooperation Strategies. The guide also addresses with frank language some of the challenges inherent in practical interagency planning coordination:

In an ideal world, various USG organizations concerned with national security in the international arena would operate from an overarching joint strategic plan at the global, regional, and country level….The reality is that State, USAID, and DoD face significant hurdles to ensuring that their individual plans are based on shared assessments of conditions and appropriately aligned to account for each other’s priorities and plans.80

A USAID officer regularly participating in the Forum’s work noted in an interview that the group was originally conceived by some members to establish comparative definitions and ultimately to coordinate actual joint interagency planning functions. In time however, the scope of the Forum’s engagement has been more limited; though recent meetings have taken up a task of identifying specific country coordinated planning efforts.81 The 3D Planning Guide remains (with deliberate intention by 3D Forum members) a ‘pre-decisional working draft.’

Civilian-Military Coordination Structures at USAID

Surprisingly, for most of its history (despite the dynamic engagements described in Section I), USAID has not had a centralized organizational structure to manage coordination with the military. For example, CORDS coordination, was managed by the USAID Vietnam Mission, not by its Washington office. This dynamic changed in 2005, when USAID (informed by strategic guidance from the NSS as well as from other governmental pressures around forging whole-of-government efforts in support of war-efforts in Iraq and Afghanistan) created an Office of Military Affairs within its Bureau for Democracy, Conflict and Humanitarian Assistance (DCHA).82 OMA was created with goals of “raising the profile of development and USAID; improving relations with DoD;
making effective use of USAID and DoD funds to help meet development goals; and encouraging the use of USAID resources to improve civilian military coordination and cooperation.” In November 2011, OMA was renamed as the Office of Civilian-Military Cooperation (CMC).

CMC has a core staff of about 25 employees including USAID career foreign service officers, civil service officers, personal service contracted employees, and also military liaison representatives from the Pentagon, SOCOM, and Geographic Combatant Commands. The office has advanced knowledge and coordinated planning in a number of areas, including coordinating USAID’s input to the GEF, QDR, TCPs and other DoD planning processes; providing pre-deployment training to civilian-military teams deploying to Afghanistan; developing processes for stabilization operations such as the District Stability Framework; and facilitating the recruitment and support to USAID Senior Development Advisors (SDAs) assigned to advise Combatant Commanders. In 2010, an external evaluation found that OMA/CMC after five years of operations had been successful in achieving its primary goals. The report, however, noted ongoing development-military coordination challenges, including an issue of unclear policy about which agency takes the lead in conflict- and crisis-affected countries. The report also stated broadly that despite CMC’s efforts, there is still “too little coordination between USAID and DoD.”

Two specific activities of CMC represent the practical application of CMC’s objectives - the Focus Country Initiative (FCI) and the Senior Development Advisor Program (SDA). Under the 2008-initiated FCI, CMC took on a facilitation role to link USAID field missions in five countries together with DoD Combatant Commands in
order to develop specific programming activities leveraging both agencies’ capabilities. In each of the focus countries, staff from USAID, DoD’s Offices of Security Cooperation, and DoS met to discuss particular country challenges, identified potential courses of assistance action, and then implemented the project jointly. In the Albania Focus Country Initiative, interagency and host nation meetings resulted in a programmatic framework to cooperative address national challenges including rural health care, munitions abatement and disaster preparedness. Through the SDA Program, CMC recruits, trains and supports USAID senior staff for representative/liaison assignments to the Pentagon and Combatant Commands. Per USAID’s website, “These personnel advise the four-star combatant commanders on development matters and ensure close cooperation in planning, field operations and exercises.” Speaking before the Foreign Affairs Subcommittee on Africa, Global Health and Human Rights in 2011, USAID Senior Deputy Assistant Administrator Sharon Cromer commended the provision of an SDA to AFRICOM:

This engagement has included an unprecedented level of USAID participation in the development of USAFRICOM’s current Theater Campaign Plan….The SDA endeavors to ensure that USAID missions in Africa are fully aware of and coordinating with current and proposed USAFRICOM activities that may impact development programs.

The function and role of the USAID SDA in advancing development-military cooperation is also acknowledged in DoD’s Joint Publication 3-08, “SDAs…provide information about USAID programs and processes that should be considered during planning and operations.” Several prior and current USAID SDAs were interviewed for this study, and their reflections about this interagency engagement are recorded in Section III.

The USAID Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance (OFDA) is a Washington headquarters-based unit that has had a long history of coordinating with the Department
of Defense. This office (like CMC located within USAID’s DCHA Bureau) “is responsible for providing international disaster and humanitarian assistance and coordinating the USG response to declared disasters in foreign countries.” OFDA assigns representatives to the Geographic Combatant Commands and SOCOM to advise, develop planning and to maintain open lines of communication for the event of natural or technological disasters, and for humanitarian assistance during complex emergencies. During major international disasters, OFDA will exercise established protocols to request the provision of DoD assets and capabilities as required. The OFDA Military Liaison Team, a small unit consisting of several officers with former military professional backgrounds as well as disaster expertise, coordinates overall engagement with the DoD, as well as organizes training exercises such as the Joint Humanitarian Operations Course (JHOC) for military and civilian response actors.

Structurally, USAID has regional organizational bodies with a multi-country purview, including geographic Regional Bureaus in Washington, DC, and overseas Regional Missions. These are not, however, fully comparable to the DoD’s Geographic Combatant Commands. Regional Bureaus in Washington perform an important role of establishing broad regional strategies and housing geopolitical and technical knowledge sets. Regional Missions are particularly important in coordinating region-based initiatives and managing activities in countries where USAID does not have a permanent presence. Fundamentally however, USAID’s program planning, contracting, management and oversight generally takes place at country offices (that USAID calls ‘Missions’). Within the Mission, interagency coordination, including project-level interaction with DoD and DoS, occurs within two lines of activity. First, the USAID
Mission Director (a Senior Foreign Service Officer, of O7-O9 equivalency) regularly attends meetings of the Ambassador’s Country Team that includes all the heads of U.S. government agencies stationed in country. The Country Team discusses security and strategic issues specific to that country and broadly coordinates plans of the various agencies. Synchronization of USAID, DoD and DoS activities may be a topic of discussion in the weekly country team meetings, or occur offline in separate discussions. Second, individual USAID officers (usually Directors of technical offices for health, education, governance programs, etc.) meet DoD counterparts in thematic working groups (such as U.S. Embassy Accra’s “Maritime Security Working Group”) to coordinate specific project planning and coordination. An example of this field project coordination is a 2008 health project in a remote area of Djibouti, where DoD’s Combined Joint Task Force/Horn of Africa (CJTF/HOA) constructed a health clinic in the remote village of Guistir, linked to a joint USAID and Djibouti Ministry of Health initiative to expand health coverage to 400 rural families.93

DoD Civilian-Military Coordination Structures

The Department of Defense has structures engaging in civilian-military cooperation at headquarters, regional and country levels. At the Pentagon, the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Policy (OUSD(P)) and the Joint Staff coordinate interagency review and input to DoD planning processes.94 Within OUSD(P), the Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Partnership Strategy and Stability Operations has particular responsibilities for interagency coordination, especially as related to stabilization missions. This office is linked closely with another DoD interagency actor, the JS Strategic Plans and Policy Directorate (J5).95 The J5 coordinates planning efforts across the four Services and with the Combatant
Commands; and is charged with implementing the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff’s guidance to ensure effective interagency engagement, “We must define and enforce interoperability standards for future capabilities and build joint exercises and war games that evaluate our ability to operate across the Joint Interagency Intergovernmental and Multinational environment.”

Both OUSD(P) and J5 have historically represented the DoD in the interagency 3D Working Group/Forum.

The United States military’s four Services (Army, Navy, Air Force and Marines) as well as the National Guard and Reserves, also have interactions with international development actors, however typically, such interactions fall under the command authority of the Geographic Combatant Command to which those Service forces are assigned. It is noteworthy that the U.S. Army (within the Reserves component) maintains the U.S. Army Civil Affairs and Psychological Operations Command that holds a mandate for many activities that are closely related and/or possibly duplicative of USAID; however, these are usually implemented in conflict-affected countries where USAID activities may not be present. Civil Affairs (CA) officers on deployment act as a liaison between the military forces and the local civil population; and they conduct activities such as information management, humanitarian assistance operations, and support to civil administration. In a recent web story from Iraq, one CA Colonel led his Battalion in opening water canals for farmers, establishing a medical clinic, and providing schoolbooks to Iraqi children.

At the regional level, Geographic Combatant Commands conduct significant planning and coordination efforts with diplomatic and development counterparts. Interagency engagement is a critical component of the GCC’s development of Theater
Campaign Plans as already discussed. Every GCC has an organizational structure for interagency coordination, though these differ in names and functions, based upon the desired requirements of the individual CCDRs. Several have J9 offices for interagency coordination: AFRICOM’s J9 Office of Interagency Coordination, the J9 Interagency Partnering Directorate at EUCOM and the J91 Joint Interagency Coordination Group (JIACG) at PACOM. These directorates include senior civilian assigned officers from a number of government agencies (such as Departments of Energy, Interior, Justice, State and Treasury, USAID, Drug Enforcement Agency, Immigration and Customs Enforcement, etc.) who conduct operations or have programming synergies with the GCCs. Two Commands, AFRICOM and SOUTHCOM, have established Civilian Deputy Commanders. The former civilian deputy at AFRICOM was quoted on the Command’s structure, “It represents a recognition of the reality that what we do to protect U.S. security interests in Africa is part of a much broader ‘whole-of-government approach’ to representing all our interests on the continent.” According to interviewed USAID SDAs, these coordination units have been very effective as platforms for strengthening communication, fostering mutual understanding and to some degree in coordinating interagency activities.

DoD has two distinct sets of personnel working at the country-level within the United States Embassies’ Country Team framework. The senior military representative in-country will usually be the Defense Attaché, who performs representational and military intelligence-collection functions; and whose assignment and management is coordinated by the Defense Intelligence Agency. Generally the Attaché has little engagement with USAID’s international development activities, aside from interactions
with the USAID Mission Director within the Country Team. There is more country-level development-military coordination, however with DoD’s second country function, the Office of Security Cooperation (OSC). OSC is responsible for day-to-day military-to-military coordination between the United States and host nation, as well as coordination of foreign military financing and sales. USAID Mission staff and OSC personnel meet regularly to coordinate activities, when there are pressing challenges that require ongoing inter-agency synchronization (as in the Djibouti example above, or in conflict-challenged locations like Yemen or Mali), as well as for implementation of occasional DoD assistance programs such as Overseas Humanitarian Disaster Assistance and Civic Aid (OHDACA) or activities such as Pacific Partnership (through which the U.S. hospital Naval Ship Mercy makes humanitarian ports of call in the Asia-Pacific region).\textsuperscript{101} It is interesting to note that the 3D Planning Guide comments that DoD planning (and in particular coordination of planning with other interagency partners) at the country-level is constrained by a number of challenges, including representation of multiple offices, programming and resource influence from GCCs, and a “need to balance a number of tasks whose objectives may not necessarily be congruent.”\textsuperscript{102} In my experience from working at six USAID overseas Missions and having visited scores more - regular interaction and cooperative programming between USAID and the DoD elements in country is more an exception than a rule, though this may be changing.

Lastly, DoD assigns a number of personnel to serve as liaison officers within USAID’s Office of Civilian-Military Cooperation. USAID/CMC currently hosts nine such officers (most at the O6 level) representing the GCCs of AFRICOM, CENTCOM, EUCOM and PACOM, the Functional Command SOCOM, as well as several Services.
These exchange staff, often called “Mil-Reps” as short for Military Representatives, support CMC’s overall functions of planning, policy development, training, exercises and program coordination. Several DoD liaison officers assigned to USAID/CMC were interviewed for this study; and their responses to questions about development-military cooperation issues are discussed below in Section III.

**DoS Civilian-Military Coordination Structures**

The Department of State, as a cabinet level department and one of the key pillars of United States foreign policy and engagement, is a critical leader in civil-military cooperation. This research paper has not devoted much space thus far to the history, policies and functions of DoS (though one might argue that the need for such is less considering the volumes already written on these subjects); nonetheless it is important to identify the primary structures within DoS for civil-military cooperation, as these also impact on USAID and DoD’s development-military interactions.

The fundamental structure at DoS responsible for diplomatic-military engagement is the Bureau of Political-Military Affairs (PM). The State Department’s PM “provides policy direction in the areas of international security, security assistance, military operations, defense strategy and plans, and defense trade.”103 With a significantly broader purview than USAID’s CMC (considering that DoS is present in nearly every country overseas while USAID focuses on approximately 80 countries), PM does perform some similar activities such as providing DoS inputs into DoD strategy documents and provides training on the military to DoS officers. Similarly, PM also manages a program through which senior foreign policy advisors (known as POLADs) are provided to the Pentagon and Combatant Commands. These POLADs usually work in the Interagency Coordination Groups or Directorates alongside the USAID SDAs and
other government liaisons. As mentioned above, in certain cases, State Department officials have been appointed as Deputy Commanders at the GCCs. In a recent speech, Undersecretary of State Andrew Shapiro commented that DoS has had a challenging historical relationship with DoD, but notes that DOS/PM has in recent years taken assertive actions (including dramatically expanding the POLAD program) to revitalize the relationship. He states, "In the broad area of foreign policy in the security sector, it is impossible to find an instance where State-DOD dialogue is not occurring." Concurrence with this point of view came out strongly in an interviews with a USAID senior leader, who commented that DoS has been more effective than USAID in ‘3D positioning.’

DoS/PM includes sub-offices performing a variety of work on international topics such as Counter Piracy and Maritime Security, International Security Operations, Security Negotiations and Agreements, and Weapons Removal and Abatement among others.

Another Department of State structure that exercises functions important to the interaction of diplomacy, defense and development is the Bureau of Conflict and Stabilization Operations (CSO). CSO was founded in January 2012 incorporating the previously existing (2004-2011) Office of the Coordinator for Reconstruction and Stabilization (S/CRS). CSO’s mandate is “advance U.S. national security by driving integrated, civilian-led efforts to prevent, respond to, and stabilize crises in priority states, setting conditions for long-term peace.” CSO deploys civilian staff to countries impacted by conflict to strengthen civilian leadership capacity (as in the case of Syria’s unarmed opposition), to support violence prevention (per recent efforts in Kenya and Honduras) and to conduct public education (such as landmine awareness in Burma).
Development-Military Cooperation Opinions – What’s Works Well and What Doesn’t?

As we have seen, development and military cooperation occurs in intentional and ad hoc fashion within the complex milieu of national and departmental strategy, doctrine and policies, and multi-level organizational structures. What does this look like in the day-to-day for USAID and DoD officers? How do they view one another; as well as the successes and challenges of collaborating as interagency partners? The following is an overview of perspectives and experiences as communicated by a set of USAID and DoD senior leaders, all of whom are currently (or have been very recently) working in directly collaborative efforts in Washington or in theater/field positions. Those interviewed fall into three categories: 1) USAID Senior Leaders (Senior Foreign Service) current or recently serving at the Office Director/Deputy Assistant Administrator level; 2) USAID Senior Development Advisors/Humanitarian Advisors (SES or FS1 level) current or recently assigned to Geographic or Functional Combatant Commands; and 3) DoD Officers (O5/O6 level) current or recently assigned as Liaison Officers (LNOs) to USAID Headquarters. Interviews with these officials were conducted by phone or email between December 2013 and March 2014. The following narrative presents commonalities as well as some interesting divergent responses.

USAID senior leaders interviewed appear split on whether USAID has achieved a strategic 3D position after 13 years of combined wartime efforts. Several noted that the agency has achieved improved understanding of its role and function within the interagency and among DoD personnel, and one reflected that the same has brought improved presence and influence. The leaders have for the most part a positive perspective on the level of coordination between USAID and DoD, while several discussed USAID’s limitations in matching DoD’s contributions and enthusiasm for joint
planning and exercises, given its smaller staffing size and resource levels. Others commented that USAID’s has had limited success in inculcating cooperation between its Regional Bureaus and DoD; and in injecting USAID influence into primary DoD’s planning processes such as the GEF. One former USAID leader opined about an organization cultural difference, suggesting that USAID often approaches the interagency “from a position of inferiority.”109 All reflected opinions that the USAID Senior Development Advisor initiative has been successful and is an important cooperation modality. Several commented that the initiative may not be positioned where it should be within the organization however; that it tends to be significantly influenced by personality dynamics; and that it raises questions about the absence of a civil-military career track within USAID. When asked on future directions for development-military cooperation, the USAID leaders provided diverse yet interesting responses – highlighting the strategic and operational importance of development-military collaboration in light of global insecurity and underdevelopment linkages, as well raising the question about what will happen to USAID-DoD cooperation without the “forcing functions of Iraq and Afghanistan.”110

USAID SDAs and Humanitarian Assistance Advisors reported in near unison about their positive experiences in supporting GCC planning, HA/DR operations in theater, and contributing to GCC doctrine development. There was general consensus among them that their efforts had resulted in both strategic and operational/tactical enhancements to the Commands’ work. Several mentioned however the staffing/capability imbalance of seeking to provide USAID expertise - as one individual assigned to advise a Command of hundreds of DoD employees working on a multi-
country theater of operations. Despite being ‘one man or woman’ among many, the SDAs/HAs reported receiving strong support and receptive ears from the Combatant Commanders and staff. One said, “Support was phenomenal, I felt wanted.” A sizeable minority of the respondents indicated that relationships with the Command leadership were either not good to start with, or deteriorated over time, based on personality dynamics, and the Commander’s interest in receiving USAID advice.

On the nature and character of the SDA position, the SDA/HAA officers reported that a length of two to three years is appropriate. They had mixed responses regarding the level of resource support available to them from USAID; with most reporting that they had little to no budget or travel resources, but that this was expected given the advisory nature of the position. There were mostly positive but mixed responses as well on the degree of influence and USAID-DoD relationship building they were able to effect back to USAID at headquarters and mission level. Again this points to personality dynamics – as one commented, “It all depends on relationships – some USAID Mission Directors were interested, others were not.” All but one of the respondents opined that the SDA program is valuable and an effective cooperation modality. Several noted in their responses however that they advocate for additional liaison staff at multiple rank levels; and that they support the development of a career path in civil-military engagement, both to build skills for future SDAs and to create linked/associated positions that SDAs finishing assignments could move into.

In terms of the most significant achievements as well as constraints and limitations of the SDA/HAA position, the SDAs, similar to the USAID senior leaders, reported increasing DoD Command staff recognition and awareness of USAID’s
capabilities and objectives. One officer summed this up accordingly: “It’s a success when military people come to USAID for advice.”113 Others mentioned specific joint work plans and projects as successful elements of their work. On the flip side, the most commonly reported limitation of the SDA position was an issue of limited access (sometimes a factor of rank disparity) to Command decision makers. One respondent reported many challenges in the assignment, some of which were driven by organizational culture differences. The SDAs also highlight a personnel issue for USAID to come to terms with—whether or not engaging in interagency assignments (such as civil-military engagements, attending the War Colleges, serving as an SDA, etc.) should be reflected as a defined technical backstop area and promotable career path. Interestingly, this also emerged in one interview with a DoD Liaison Officer, who commented,

USAID could greatly benefit from a pool of trained FSOs who are specifically trained to work with DoD, have a CAC card, DoD email, have a TS/SCI and can unplug from USAID/W and join an organization rapidly as a crisis begins to develop.114

Several SDAs suggested USAID create linked assignments whereby an SDA could maintain his/her relationships with the Combatant Command by serving as a USAID Mission Director in the Command’s AOR.

DoD personnel assigned to USAID as Liaison Officers (LNOs) presented views that USAID-DoD mutual understanding and cooperation are on a positive and improving upward trend. The officers commented that there is generally clear understanding among DoD personnel about USAID’s role and responsibilities, though one officer notes that this gets complicated in Phase 2-3 operations, as USAID staff often have a weak understanding about military operations. Another officer commented that cooperation
within the interagency depends upon the “on the ground equities” that DoD commanders and USAID field directors perceive that they have and they need from others. The officers generally concurred that cooperation and communication between the organizations could be improved.

The LNOs universally reflected that the USAID SDA Program and LNO Program has been positive initiatives, especially in the advisory capacity of “making marriages and defusing fires.” They also suggested several areas of weakness of the programs, however, including personality dynamics that occasionally negatively impact effectiveness, and that the SDA program needs more staff to support coordination at multiple levels. The officers highlighted several areas of development-military cooperation success, including increasing positive consideration of interagency engagement across the Combatant Commands and enhanced disaster and stabilization activities. One officer highlighted DoD’s liaison work creating positive improvement in USAID Regional Bureaus taking a more “effects-based” approach. Another commented, “Collaborative planning can be cost effective and lead to increased sustainability in programs.” The LNOs reported three areas - resource imbalance, diverging cycles of planning and operations, and challenges in establishing contacts and relationships as the major limitations or constraints in USAID-DoD cooperation. On a similar note to the SDAs, one LNO suggested that DoD link onward assignments to allow for better application of interagency skills gained through the advisory experience.

Analysis

USAID and DoD’s collective history shows that integrated civilian-military approaches to addressing world problems can result in tremendous successes. At the level of grand strategy, the Marshall Plan’s commitment to rebuild Europe presents an
obvious example. Even the more contentious CORDS Program delivered specific accomplishments that could not have been achieved through separate efforts. The positive accomplishments of collaboration are always accompanied by hard challenges however, that sometimes results in the actors questioning the overall benefits of cooperation. Our experiences in CORDS and with PRTs in Iraq and Afghanistan demonstrate that we don’t always get the broader strategy or even the structural models right; and we don’t always fully trust the operating and funding principles of the other.

Increasingly over the last 15 years, United States national security strategies, DoD doctrines and USAID policies have all pushed for further interagency integration and collaboration. However, implementation clearly lags far behind these doctrinal statements; and much that has been written as official guidance still only exists as ‘words on paper’. As the LTL Strategies study on Civilian-Military Relations suggests, this represents a “disconnect between the philosophical approach of policy-makers and the pragmatic approach of those in the field.”117 I would argue that the longer this disconnect continues (either through deliberate flouting of strategic/policy guidance, or through under-resourcing and incapacity to implement said policy) the more that both U.S. government civilians and military actors question the validity of interagency engagement as being a worth-while and necessary approach. We have to broaden and deepen our cooperation efforts.

The structural effect of USAID’s under-resourcing in the balance of the 3Ds is significant and real, and ultimately impairs an effective whole of government approach. It limits USAID’s overall external reach, as well as its capability to match DoD with personnel at multiple levels. A number of recent civil-military relations studies have
emphasized the DoD and USAID mismatch in personnel and budgetary resources, including RAND’s 2008\textsuperscript{118} and 2009\textsuperscript{119} studies, LTL Strategies’s 2009 study\textsuperscript{120}, JCOA’s report on a “Decade at War”\textsuperscript{121}, and CSIS’s November 2013 study on “Rethinking Civilian Stabilization and Reconstruction,” that specifically noted:

There will always be pressure to intervene in foreign crises. Most U.S. interventions use civilian power. The demand for civilian power exceeds the supply. Civilian agencies do not have the support needed to meet the demand.\textsuperscript{122}

Interviews with USAID SDAs and DoD LNOs reinforced this message, through reflections on how USAID liaison personnel are too few in numbers and stretched too thin with duties. One LNO addressed the implications of this in brilliant fashion:

USAID provides two to four personnel to each COCOM to work with J5 and J3 (primarily OFDA planners). These LNO’s attempt to represent USAID in individual planning efforts and are available to be the conduit between Bureau chiefs and the COCOM leadership. This largely symbolic gesture is useful for crisis reaction and relationship building, but in my opinion is not able to make the necessary detailed coordination between USAID’s bureaus, desk officers and J5 planners for each plan. Thus the [COMMAND] has little idea over the objectives and capabilities of USAID or State in each phase of most of our ongoing planning efforts. The end result on the ground is frequent DOD undermining of long-term development and diplomatic strategies, money being spent on projects that cannot be sustained, duplication of effort and funds, and confusion among the civil leadership over our intentions and capabilities.\textsuperscript{123}

USAID’s leadership plays a key role in advocating to the Executive Branch and Congress for additional resources for staffing and programs; however the decisions are ultimately beyond the agency’s control. USAID is responsible though for its own internal allocation of resources. While CMC is recognized for doing a ‘bang-up job’ as far as designing and facilitating coordination – the under-resourcing and placement (perhaps ghettoization?) of military engagement within the technical DCHA Bureau calls into
question the Agency’s overall internal financial and organizational commitment to interagency/DoD coordination.

The organizational architecture of USAID-DoD collaboration is still predominantly stove-piped, and as such does not support multi-level integration to fulfill whole-of-government strategy, doctrine and policy. While USAID through CMC has made advances in liaison/representative-style coordination arrangements, DoD is moving faster on developing institutional structures for interagency collaboration. This is demonstrated by the Combatant Commands’ institutionalization of Joint Interagency Coordination Groups and innovative integrated civil-military command approaches at AFRICOM and SOUTHCOM. These civilian-military models raise an interesting question – Which is the most effective and successful path to interagency cooperation at the theater-level? Through personal-(and personality-) based advisory relationships, or through a more systemic interagency integration?

As reflected in the experiences of both USAID SDAs and DoD liaison officers, there are clear positives such as mutual respect, commitment and camaraderie that accompany USAID-DoD inter-personal relationships. One CMC staff member acknowledged in an interview that much of USAID-DoD activity is “personality driven”; however adding that this is not always a bad thing, and can be used to advantage.\textsuperscript{124} A challenge definitely occurs, however for interagency effectiveness when these relationship dynamics don’t work out, or don’t even get started in the first place. SDA interviews revealed that personality dynamics and inconsistent access to the Command Group were major constraints to effective interagency engagement at the Combatant Commands. These constraints were also reported USAID-DoD field collaborations,
including PRTs and TSCTP. Joint Publication 3-08 succinctly describes an aspect of this challenge, “One difficulty of coordinating operations among US (sic) agencies is determining appropriate counterparts and exchanging information among them when habitual relationships are not established.”

Suggesting a far more integrated structural model than today’s advisor/liaison positions, a number of civil-military analyses (and some interview responses) point to the possibility of a large-scale interagency and national security community reorganization. Some have suggested this might manifest itself as an up-scaled variation of CORDS or a “Goldwater-Nichols II” for civilian agencies, referencing the DoD Reorganization Act of 1986 that restructured the nation’s military’s commands. Initiating this would involve a coordinated effort between the nation’s Executive and Legislative Branches to realign and synchronize the international functions of USAID, DoS and DoD. Such an approach could represent a physical and probably permanent institutionalization of USAID’s leadership of development within the 3Ds, as well as addressing interagency structural misalignments, reducing redundancies, and increasing unity of effort. It is obvious that in the current political context, the bureaucratic hurdles to be overcome for approval of such reform would be daunting.

Former CMC Director Tom Baltazar notes,

Current laws are not conducive to true interagency cooperation. Committees and sub-committees overseeing civilian and military budgets and policy don’t talk to each other and none will give up perceived power – the reason that, in my opinion, there will never be a Goldwater-Nichols for the interagency. Having said that, I believe that Congressional action is the only thing that can change the current dynamic.

While it may be years before an effective interagency policy and practice regime are established as described above, there are current, practical areas of collaboration
that can be expanded. Joint planning is the primary, critical arena for USAID and DoD cooperation at multiple levels, highlighted in such examples as: the 3D Working Forum in Washington; CMC and its DoD liaison officers efforts to align USAID/DoS regional and country plans with theater campaign plans; and through USAID Mission and country-level DoD staff coordinating localized projects. Planning is viewed by both partners as a safe, well understood, and practical node for cooperation; it is clear however that planning cycles need to be better aligned, and more joint planning exercises need to occur.

Lastly, evidence reflects a growing shared awareness among civilian and military U.S. government officials about the utility and usefulness of interagency coordination (and between USAID and DoD in particular), but there is much further to go. DoD officials, from the SECDEF on down, increasingly view international development actors as key contributors in preventing global threats to security, and in reinforcing the stability of nations so that future military interventions will not be required. DoD has also incorporated key international development concepts into its primary operations. In testimony to the House Subcommittee on National Security and Foreign Affairs; Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Senior Deputy Assistant Administrator for DCHA Bureau Susan Reichle illustrated this point,

DoD has also begun to adopt key approaches used by USAID. For example the concepts of sustainability and capacity building are becoming central themes of DoD’s efforts worldwide. We must aim to help countries build governments which promote democratic principles and can outlast, endure and dominate local threats.128

It is apparent from this statement and the interviews that USAID’s leadership and personnel directly engaged in civilian-military cooperation view collaboration in a positive light.
It is not so clear however that this viewpoint is universally shared throughout the development agency. USAID has often been an embattled organization, having to frequently fight for sufficient resources, personnel and even for its own existence. At regular junctures, USAID’s personnel have been deeply influenced by concerns the organization will be subsumed into DoS; or even that core functions will be taken over by DoD. CORDS demonstrated that this can be a real possibility. USAID’s approach and organization of interagency engagement therefore reflects a degree of caution. Culturally, many of its officers originate from humanitarian and non-governmental positions often far removed from military operations; and through their careers often fail to receive a standardized professional education that instills a sophisticated understanding of the interagency and of USAID’s role in advancing national security and foreign policy. A small cadre of only several thousand, USAID officers operationally address great challenges including illiteracy, poverty, disease and political disenfranchisement; and often consider activities pulling them away (such as interagency planning) from this work as burdensome. As such, as mentioned by one interviewee, USAID may indeed present a sometimes schizophrenic approach to civil-military cooperation. I believe a process of evolution is at work here; and over time (with appropriate policies and structures to drive and reward cooperation) more USAID officers will development familiarity and desire to work in partnership with DoD.

Conclusions

This research has identified that development-military cooperation has achieved numerous positive effects throughout the last fifty years. History illuminates as well the challenges the U.S. organizations have encountered in designing mutually acceptable concepts and structural modalities. Numerous strategies, policies and organizational
structures have been crafted to define and guide whole-of-government collaboration, however implementation in the field remains behind the curve, due to limitations caused by organizational and interpersonal cultural differences¹²⁹, misalignments of planning cycles and geographic coverage, and resource and personnel imbalances.¹³⁰ In spite of these challenges, numerous positive cooperation effects are currently being achieved by SDAs and LNOs, by GCCs and Regional Bureaus, and by Country Teams as USAID and DoD officers find strategic value in working together to address the root causes as well as the symptoms of conflicts. Interviewed USAID and DoD officers communicate strongly positive views towards this collaboration, while still noting abiding challenges.

As a concluding thought, it is important to recognize that the second decade of the 21st Century is a time of intense complexity for U.S. foreign policy organizations. American power remains predominant in the world, and will likely remain so; however the country faces an inevitable realignment following the conclusion of thirteen years of war. It is likely that the U.S. military’s force size and the number and types of missions will be reduced. Strategically, the Obama administration has signaled an interest to pivot U.S. attention to the Asia-Pacific after decades of spending blood and treasure on Middle East conflicts – even as that region looks more volatile than ever in light of the Arab Spring events of 2011 and Syria’s bloody civil war. On the home political front, the U.S. legislature has never before been so divided along partisan lines, nor so uncooperative on strategic issues – making prospects for effective interagency redesign extremely unlikely in the short term. All these factors have important implications for the future of USAID and DoD relations. It is possible (as one USAID SDA commented) that budgetary reductions will force further integration and cooperation in order to maximize
resources. It is also possible the same drivers will push agencies deeper into their core mandates, resulting in a de-emphasis and defunding of cooperation. From this crossroads, USAID and DoD leadership and personnel should each move forward in a positive direction, based upon a solid history of collaboration, the logic of efficient partnership, and policy/doctrine requiring unity of effort. USAID, in particular, should boldly and confidently step up to a leadership role in coordinating with DoD and the interagency.

Recommendations for Enhancing USAID-DoD Cooperation

• To address longstanding resource imbalances, USAID and DoS should request, and Congress should consider, an increase in budgetary resources to back up the critical roles and balance of development and diplomacy within the foreign policy 3Ds. Within this, USAID should request additional resources to expand the cadre of interagency (and specifically to DoD) liaison/advisor personnel. USAID should additionally expand the resourcing of the SDA Program, including aspects such as travel allowances and possibly project resources.

• In order to move from interagency cooperation 'paper to practice', further practical applications of doctrine/policy should be explored and piloted by USAID and DoD, including but not limited to country-level joint planning exercises. Programmatic models such as FCI and TSCTP should be evaluated and where applicable replicated.

• DoD and USAID should look at key policies and doctrine that currently reflect definitional or conceptual disagreements or present an overlapping of roles and mandates. Particular issues of concern include stabilization activities under
DODI 3000.05, humanitarian assistance in JP 3-08, and the functional capabilities of U.S. Army Civil Affairs.

- The 3D Working Forum should continue to advance research and practical application of joint planning between USAID, DoS and DoD. This should be expanded on a pilot basis with specific Geographic Combatant Commands, USAID Regional Bureaus and targeted Country Missions.

- USAID should develop broader general officer and leadership training on the interagency, with specific emphasis on civil-military practical engagement.

- USAID should consider either a division of, or a revision to, the current Backstop 76 Crisis, Stabilization & Governance technical career path to directly reflect and incorporate interagency and civil-military assignments, and to build necessary experiential and knowledge skillsets for Deputy-SDA, SDA and strategic Mission leadership positions.

- USAID/OCMC and Regional Bureaus should engage in a strategic review/dialogue on the role of SDAs; and should consider whether Regional Bureau management of the SDAs might create deeper programmatic linkages between the Combatant Commands, Bureaus and Missions.

- SDA assignments should be directly linked to, or at least considered with priority consideration for, Mission Director Positions in the AOR of the SDA-assignment Geographic Combatant Command.

- In country and regional planning processes, USAID should make a policy and procedural requirement that draft CDCS/RDCS be shared with the associated Geographic Combatant Command for review and input.
USAID should consider conducting a white paper study on conducting leadership to promote a structural reorganization effort within the Executive Branch for civilian foreign policy agencies, described by some as a “Goldwater-Nichols II” for the interagency.
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